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NAIC Support Staff: Bruce Jenson/Jane Koenigsman

AGENDA

1. Discuss Affiliated Investment Management Agreement Drafting Efforts—Amy Malm (WI)  
   Attachment A

2. Discuss Plans for 2024 Peer Review Sessions—Amy Malm (WI)

3. Discuss Any Other Matters—Amy Malm (WI)

4. Adjournment
2022 Referral Received from Macroprudential (E) Working Group
To: Amy Malm, Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group Chair and
Justin Schrader, Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group Vice Chair

From: Marlene Caride, Commissioner, Financial Stability (E) Task Force Chair and
Justin Schrader, Macroprudential (E) Working Group Chair

CC: NAIC Support Staff: Bruce Jenson/Jane Koenigsman

Date: July 21, 2022

Re: Referral from the Plan for the List of MWG Considerations

The NAIC Macroprudential (E) Working Group (MWG) of the Financial Stability (E) Task Force (FSTF) was charged with coordinating the various NAIC activities related to private equity (PE) owned insurers. As an initial step, the MWG developed a list of 13 regulatory considerations. These considerations are frequently referenced as private equity (PE) concerns, but the Working Group developed the list with an activities-based frame of mind, recognizing that any ownership type and/or corporate structure could participate in these activities, including but not limited to PE owned insurers. The MWG members discussed detailed elements of the considerations and potential regulatory work, including explicit reference to the 2013 guidance added to the NAIC Financial Analysis Handbook for Form A reviews when a private equity owner was involved, and interested parties added useful comments to these during an exposure period. The MWG and FSTF adopted a final plan for addressing each of the 13 considerations, including many referrals to other NAIC committee groups.

The Financial Condition E Committee adopted this plan with no changes made during its virtual meeting on July 21, 2022. NAIC staff support drafted this referral letter to accomplish the actions captured in the adopted plan. It is unlikely any further modifications will occur to the adopted plan when it is considered for adoption by the full Plenary, but it is a possibility. Please begin work to address these referrals, recognizing the adoption by Plenary is still outstanding.

Each MWG consideration referred to your group is listed below. The summarized notes from the MWG regulator-only discussions follow the consideration in blue font and any interested party comments are also provided in purple font. Please consider these
discussion points and comments in addition to your own discussion ideas when developing proposals to address the MWG consideration.

NAIC staff support for the MWG will follow the work your group performs and summarize your activities for reporting up to the FSTF. If you have any questions or need further direction, please contact Todd Sells (tsells@naic.org).

**MWG Consideration Items Referred:**

3. The material terms of the IMA and whether they are arm's length or include conflicts of interest—including the amount and types of investment management fees paid by the insurer, the termination provisions (how difficult or costly it would be for the insurer to terminate the IMA) and the degree of discretion or control of the investment manager over investment guidelines, allocation, and decisions.

**Regulator discussion results:**
- Refer this item to the NAIC Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group. Regulators recognized similar dynamics to the first two considerations, but this Working Group was selected because it is already currently focused on a project involving affiliated agreements and Form D filings. Items discussed:
  - Consider training and examples, such as unique termination clauses and use of sub-advisors with the potential for additive fees, and strategies to address these.
    - This included addressing pushback on obtaining sub-advisor agreements as Form D disclosures and some optional disclosures for the Form A.
  - Given the increasing prevalence of bespoke agreements, does it make sense to tie this work in to the work of the NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force and/or the NAIC Securities Valuation Office? If yes, how best to do so?
  - Surplus Notes and appropriate interest rates given their special regulatory treatment, including whether floating rates are appropriate; follow any Statutory Accounting Principles (E) Working Group projects related to this topic and provide comments needed.

**Risk & Regulatory Consulting (RRC) Comment:** “With respect to an Investment Management Agreement, RRC encourages an approach that includes a thorough review of the IMA to ensure it is fair and reasonable to the insurer. In addition to the specific items noted for consideration:

- Are there detailed and reasonable investment guidelines?
- Is there sufficient expertise at the insurer and on the insurer’s Board to properly assess the performance and compliance of the investment manager?
- Is the investment manager registered as such under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, and recognizes the standard of care as a fiduciary?

**AIC Comments** on “Conflict of Interest, Fees, and Termination” (3 individual comments):
As a general matter, the terms of a contractual agreement should not be viewed as giving rise to a conflict of interest when the agreement is negotiated on an arm’s length basis. Notwithstanding the foregoing, current law provides an established process to address potential conflicts (for example, requirements to appoint independent directors and traditional corporate law processes to ensure fairness and, under certain circumstances, review of transactions by regulators pursuant to Form D filings). Accordingly, investments sourced and allocated by alternative asset managers on behalf of insurance company clients should not, absent other factors, be viewed as presenting a potential conflict of interest, particularly where insurers retain full control over asset allocation (for example, insurers retain control over the asset classes in which they invest, as well as the amounts and periods of time over which such asset exposure is achieved).

Fees
Importantly, as an initial consideration, any fees paid to investment managers cannot be considered in isolation, rather they should be considered on a “net” basis – i.e., on the basis of total return (after fees are taken into account). Sophisticated institutional investors (including insurers) have a successful history of investing in a range of strategies despite certain investment products generally having higher fees than other available investment opportunities. On a net basis, private equity has consistently outperformed more traditional asset classes such as publicly traded stocks and public mutual funds. Net-of-fees private debt funds have also consistently outperformed bond and equity market benchmarks. Insurers continue to recognize the value of investment opportunities that outperform when considered on a net basis. This approach has enabled the consistent delivery of industry leading investment results, which ultimately leads to a high level of financial strength.

Termination
Asset managers often dedicate extensive resources at the outset of a new arrangement in support of managing an insurer’s general account assets (e.g., dedicating or reassigning existing personnel, hiring new employees, investing in information technology systems, expanding office space, further enhancing compliance and regulatory processes). As such, and because, in our experience, insurers have the right to terminate their investment management agreements (e.g., upon 30 days’ notice), the desire for external asset managers to seek contractual protections (subject to arms’ length negotiations) should an insurer decide to terminate the arrangement earlier than was originally anticipated by the parties is entirely appropriate.

4. Owners of insurers, regardless of type and structure, may be focused on short-term results which may not be in alignment with the long-term nature of liabilities in life products. For example, investment management fees, when not fair and reasonable, paid to an affiliate of the owner of an insurer may effectively act as a form of unauthorized dividend in addition to reducing the insurer’s overall investment returns. Similarly, owners of insurers may not be willing to transfer capital to a troubled insurer.
a. Life Actuarial (A) Task Force (LATF) work addresses this – helping to ensure the long-
term life liabilities (reserves) and future fees to be paid out of the insurer are supported
by appropriately modeled assets.

**Regulator discussion results:**
- In addition to LATF’s work, refer this item to the NAIC Risk-Focused Surveillance (E)
  Working Group, as it is already looking at some of this work related to affiliated
  agreements and fees. Items discussed:
    - Capital maintenance agreements, suggesting guidance for the appropriate entities
      to provide them and considering ways to make them stronger.

For Considerations 3 and 4 above (and for the FYI Consideration 5 below):

**RRC Comment:** In a Form A transaction, whether the owner of the insurer is a PE fund or
another type of investor, expectations and structures behind insurer ownership may have
changed. Because of that, RRC believes that the stipulations, either limited time or continuing,
should protect against adverse policyholder outcomes resulting from that change in dynamic.

- The regulatory expectation is that owners of insurers should have a long, if not
  indefinite, time horizon. It is not uncommon for PE funds in general and other similar
  investment vehicles to have a limited time frame because they are specifically
  structured investment vehicles such as limited partnerships. For example, requiring
  that limited partnerships should not have a specific end date would bring that
  ownership vehicle into line with regulatory expectations.
- While there are typically no guarantees of additional funding in any ownership
  situation, having a structure that allows for backstop capital in the event that a need
  arises should be considered. This could be achieved through a parental guarantee or a
  capital maintenance agreement.
- With regards to dividends, even if dividends are permitted, it may be advisable to
  Memo 2 structure a claw back period. This could be effectuated with allowing
  dividends to the limited partnership structure but requiring that the funds not be paid
  out to the partners for some period of time to ensure that the availability is not short-
  lived.
- In a limited partnership structure, the limited partners may be considered passive
  investors and arguably should not be subject to the typical expectations of owners.
  However, additional understanding and restrictions on the interest of the general
  partner would be appropriate.
- In the event that the Form A includes transfer of business to offshore entities, requiring
  continued maintenance of capital levels similar to those in place prior to the
  transaction, and ongoing reporting to the U.S. regulator that is in line with the Statutory
  reporting framework, to ensure that there are no adverse implications to policyholders.
- Ensuring that corporate governance appropriately balances the desire for strong
  returns with the need to protect policyholders. For example, the Board and senior
  management should include members with appropriate background and knowledge
  of insurance laws and operations. In addition, risk and compliance functions should
  have appropriate reporting and communication lines to the Board.
Policyholder non-guaranteed elements, such as credited rates and dividends, should not be inappropriately reduced from existing levels.

The following MWG Considerations were not referred to the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group, but the regulator discussions either considered such a referral or mentioned work already underway at and/or assigned to the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group in the above referrals.

5. Operational, governance and market conduct practices being impacted by the different priorities and level of insurance experience possessed by entrants into the insurance market without prior insurance experience, including, but not limited to, PE owners. For example, a reliance on TPAs due to the acquiring firm’s lack of expertise may not be sufficient to administer the business. Such practices could lead to lapse, early surrender, and/or exchanges of contracts with in-the-money guarantees and other important policyholder coverage and benefits.
   a. The NAIC Financial Analysis Handbook includes guidance specific to Form A consideration and post approval analysis processes regarding PE owners of insurers (developed previously by the Private Equity Issues (E) Working Group).

Regulator discussion results:
- Regulators considered referring this consideration to the NAIC Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group but opted to keep developing more specific suggestions for now. Items discussed:
  o Consider optional Form A disclosures and guidance for less experienced states; review EU conduct of business language and consider if similar concepts would help target the optional use.
  o Consider more detailed guidance for financial examinations.
  o Besides just inexperience, the consideration also includes intentional actions that ignore known concerns to achieve owner’s results; might need to consider Market Conduct group(s).

7. The lack of identification of related party-originated investments (including structured securities). This may create potential conflicts of interests and excessive and/or hidden fees in the portfolio structure, as assets created and managed by affiliates may include fees at different levels of the value chain. For example, a CLO which is managed or structured by a related party.
   a. An agenda item and blanks proposal are being re-exposed by SAPWG. Desire for 2022 year-end reporting to include disclosures identifying related-party issuance/acquisition.

Regulator discussion results:
- Regulators are comfortable the SAPWG’s work is sufficient as a first step since it involves code disclosures to identify various related party issues. They also recognize that existing and/or referred work at the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group may address some items in this consideration. Once regulators work with these SAPWG disclosures and
other regulatory enhancement, further regulatory guidance may be considered as needed.)

9. Broader considerations exist around asset manager affiliates (not just PE owners) and disclaimers of affiliation avoiding current affiliate investment disclosures. A new Schedule Y, Pt 3, has been adopted and is in effect for year-end 2021. This schedule will identify all entities with greater than 10% ownership - regardless of any disclaimer of affiliation - and whether there is a disclaimer of control/disclaimer of affiliation. It will also identify the ultimate controlling party.

   a. Additionally, SAPWG is developing a proposal to revamp Schedule D reporting, with primary concepts to use principles to determine what reflects a qualifying bond and to identify different types of investments more clearly. For example, D1 may include issuer credits and traditional ABS, while a sub-schedule of D1 could be used for additional disclosures for equity-based issues, balloon payment issues, etc. This is a much longer-term project, 2024 or beyond.

Regulator discussion results:
- Regulators recognize the new Schedule Y, Part 3, will give them more insights for owners of greater than 10%, but it does not provide insights for owners of less than 10%. However, regulators also recognize that existing and/or referral work of the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group may help with some of this dynamic. Additionally, since the SAPWG 2022 code project and its longer-term Schedule D revamp project will help provide further disclosures that will assist with this consideration, regulators are comfortable waiting to see if further regulatory guidance is needed after using the resulting disclosures and other enhancements from these projects.

   o Specific to owners of less than 10%, regulators discussed the April 19, 2022, Insurance Circular Letter No. 5 (2022) sent by the New York Department of Financial Services to all New York domiciled insurers and other interested parties. This letter highlights that avoiding the levels deemed presumption of control, e.g., greater than 10% ownership, does not create a safe harbor from a control determination and the related regulatory requirements. The circular letter was distributed to all MWG members and interested regulators.

As an FYI for Considerations 7 and 9 above:

   RRC Comments on “collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) as a source of concern and therefore a focus for additional disclosure. “While there has been a continuing level of concern about CLOs in general, RRC encourages the working group to take a broader view as well. As a general matter, investments in CLOs are at least subject to disclosure and conflicts of interest standards under various securities laws and regulations. On the other hand, there are other potentially problematic investments that do not benefit from that regulatory oversight.

   ▲ Private funds - Some of the issues noted with respect to concerns about overlapping interests in CLOs may also be prevalent in various kinds of funds, especially privately placed funds that are reported on Schedule BA. Such investment vehicles may have significant areas that have the potential for a conflict of interest that would not be captured by securities laws. Such investment vehicles may also include substantial management fees for management of the fund.
Collateral Loans - The U.S. insurance industry’s reported exposure to Collateral Loans that are reported on Schedule BA has grown substantially in the last ten years. In addition to the same potential conflicts, it may be appropriate to revisit valuation and reporting guidance.
Referral of Surplus Note and Capital Maintenance Agreement Issues to Financial Analysis Solvency Tools (E) Working Group
MEMORANDUM

TO: Greg Chew (VA), Chair, Financial Analysis Solvency Tools (E) Working Group

FROM: Amy Malm, Chair, Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group

DATE: January 29, 2024

RE: Referral of Macroprudential (E) Working Group Considerations.

In 2022, the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group received a referral from the Macroprudential (E) Working Group related to a list of 13 regulatory considerations that have emerged due to recent activities of insurance groups, including but not limited to those pursued by private equity owned insurers. These issues were referred to the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group due to its ongoing work on affiliated service agreements, as well as its charge to develop consistency between analysis and examination guidance. While work is underway on several of the issues referred, the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group feels that two of items referred are not directly related to affiliated services, nor do they necessitate consistency in analysis/exam guidance as they are primarily financial analyst considerations.

As such, the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group is referring consideration of these issues and the development of guidance in these areas, if necessary, to the Financial Analysis Solvency Tools (E) Working Group for its consideration:

- Surplus Notes and appropriate interest rates given their special regulatory treatment, including whether floating rates are appropriate. If necessary, follow any Statutory Accounting Principles (E) Working Group projects related to this topic.
  - See the regulator discussion under Consideration 3 in the full text of the attached referral for additional information and context.

- Owners of insurers, regardless of type and structure, may be focused on short-term results which may not be in alignment with the long-term nature of liabilities in life products. Items discussed include capital maintenance agreements, including the development of regulatory guidance for when it might be appropriate to request an agreement and ways to make them stronger.
  - See the regulator discussion under Consideration 4 in the full text of the attached referral for additional information and context.

Attached is the full text of the referral provided to the Risk-Focused Surveillance (E) Working Group to assist in understanding and evaluating these issues. If there are any questions regarding the proposed recommendations, please contact us or NAIC staff (Bruce Jenson at bjenson@naic.org) for clarification. Thank you for your consideration.
Referral of General Interrogatory Clarification to Blanks (E)
Working Group
NAIC BLANKS (E) WORKING GROUP
Blanks Agenda Item Submission Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE: 1/18/24</th>
<th>FOR NAIC USE ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agenda Item # 2024-05BWG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes to Existing Reporting [X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Reporting Requirement [ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVIEWED FOR ACCOUNTING PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES IMPACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Impact [X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifies Required Disclosure [ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is there data being requested in this proposal which is available elsewhere in the Annual/Quarterly Statement? [ NO ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em><strong>If Yes, complete question below</strong></em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPOSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Rejected For Public Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Referred To Another NAIC Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Received For Public Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Adopted Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Rejected Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Deferred Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Other (Specify)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLANK(S) TO WHICH PROPOSAL APPLIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[X] ANNUAL STATEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[X] QUARTERLY STATEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[X] Life, Accident &amp; Health/Property/Casualty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[X] Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[X] INSTRUCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[X] BLANK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Separate Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Protected Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Health (Life Supplement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Anticipated Effective Date: Annual 2024 |

** IDENTIFICATION OF ITEM(S) TO CHANGE **
Add clarifying language to Annual General Interrogatory 29.05 (Quarterly General Interrogatory 17.5) to clarify that all investment advisors with discretion to make investment decisions, including sub-advisors, should be disclosed through the interrogatory.

** REASON, JUSTIFICATION FOR AND/OR BENEFIT OF CHANGE **
Some insurers are not disclosing sub-advisors with discretion to make investment decisions through the interrogatory.

***IF THE DATA IS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IN THE ANNUAL/QUARTERLY STATEMENT, PLEASE NOTE WHY IT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS PROPOSAL***

** NAIC STAFF COMMENTS **

Comment on Effective Reporting Date: ____________________________________________

Other Comments: ____________________________________________

** This section must be completed on all forms. **
Identify all investment advisors, investment managers and broker/dealers, including individuals who have the authority to make investment decisions on behalf of the reporting entity. This includes both primary and sub-advisors. For assets that are managed internally by employees of the reporting entity, note as such.

**Name of Firm or Individual:**

Should be name of firm or individual that is party to the Investment Management Agreement

**Affiliation:**

Note if firm or individual is affiliated, unaffiliated or an employee by using the following codes:

- **A** Investment management is handled by firms/individuals affiliated with the reporting entity.
- **U** Investment management is handled by firms/individuals unaffiliated with the reporting entity.
- **I** Investment management is handled internally by individuals that are employees of the reporting entity.
17.5 Identify all investment advisors, investment managers and broker/dealers, including individuals who have the authority to make investment decisions on behalf of the reporting entity. This includes both primary and sub-advisors. For assets that are managed internally by employees of the reporting entity, note as such.

**Name of Firm or Individual:**

Should be name of firm or individual that is party to the Investment Management Agreement

**Affiliation:**

Note if firm or individual is affiliated, unaffiliated or an employee by using the following codes:

- **A** Investment management is handled by firms/individuals affiliated with the reporting entity.
- **U** Investment management is handled by firms/individuals unaffiliated with the reporting entity.
- **I** Investment management is handled internally by individuals that are employees of the reporting entity.
ANNUAL STATEMENT BLANK – LIFE/FRATERNAL, HEALTH, PROPERTY AND TITLE

GENERAL INTERROGATORIES
PART 1 – COMMON INTERROGATORIES

INVESTMENT

29.05 Investment management – Identify all investment advisors, investment managers, broker/dealers, including individuals that have the authority to make investment decisions on behalf of the reporting entity. This includes both primary and sub-advisors. For assets that are managed internally by employees of the reporting entity, note as such. [“…that have access to the investment accounts”; “…handle securities”]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Name of Firm or Individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### General Interrogatories

#### Part 1 – Common Interrogatories

**Investment**

17.5 Investment management – Identify all investment advisors, investment managers, broker/dealers, including individuals that have the authority to make investment decisions on behalf of the reporting entity. This includes both primary and sub-advisors. For assets that are managed internally by employees of the reporting entity, note as such. [“…that have access to the investment accounts”; “…handle securities”]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name of Firm or Individual</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proposed Edits to NAIC Handbooks to Incorporate Affiliated IMA Review Guidance
Note: This document includes excerpts from both the NAIC’s *Financial Analysis Handbook* and the *Financial Condition Examiners Handbook* to which revisions are being proposed to update guidance around the review of affiliated investment management services and agreements. The proposed revisions are shown as tracked changes throughout.

**Analysis 1 – III.B.1.b Credit Risk Repository – Life/A&H/Fraternal Annual**

Note: To conserve space, similar guidance currently included in the Credit, Liquidity, Market and Operational Risk Repositories for all statement types has not been included in this file.

**Credit Risk: Amounts actually collected or collectible are less than those contractually due or payments are not remitted on a timely basis.**

*Note:* The repository is not an all-inclusive list of possible procedures. Therefore, risks identified for which no procedure is available should be analyzed by the state insurance department based on the nature and scope of the risk. Also, note that key insurance operations or lines of business, for example, may have related risks addressed in different repositories. Therefore, the analyst may need to review other repositories in conjunction with credit risk. For example:

- Investment strategy is also discussed in the Liquidity, Market, and Strategic Risk Repository.
- Investment asset classes (Bonds, Mortgages, etc.) also are discussed in Market and/or Liquidity Risk Repositories.
- Reinsurance also is discussed in the Operations and Strategic Risk Repositories.

**Analysis Documentation:** Results of credit risk analysis should be documented in Section III: Risk Assessment of the insurer.

Additional Analysis and Follow-up Procedures

---

**NAIC Capital Market’s Bureau Analytical Assistance:**

Consider requesting the following analytical reviews:

- Review of the insurer’s investment portfolio.
- Review of Investment Management Agreements.

**Third-Party Investment Advisers:**

Assess and determine if any concerns exist regarding third party investment advisers and associated contractual arrangements.
Review Annual Financial Statement, General Interrogatories, Part 1, #29.05. Does the insurer utilize third-party investment advisors, broker/dealer or individuals acting on behalf of the insurer with access to their investment accounts?

If “yes”, consider the following procedures:

- Verify that all affiliated and unaffiliated investment advisors the analyst is aware of are disclosed in the interrogatory, whether primary or sub-advisors.
  - Verify that Investment Management Agreements have been filed for all key advisors and request copies of agreements that have not been filed with the department for review.
  - Gain an understanding of the types of investments that are being managed by each of the advisors/sub-advisors disclosed in the interrogatory.

- Review the results of the most recent financial examination work papers, follow-up and prospective risk information and the summary review memorandum provided by the examiners. Did the examination identify any issues with regard to investment advisers and associated contractual arrangements that require follow-up analysis or communication with the insurer? If “yes”, document the follow-up work performed.

- Compare Annual Financial Statement, General Interrogatories, Part 1, #29.05 for the current year to the prior year to determine if there have been any changes in advisors. If yes,
  - Consider obtaining an explanation for the change from the insurer.
  - Consider obtaining a copy of the new investment advisor agreement and review it for appropriate provisions.

- Using the information reported in Annual Financial Statement, General Interrogatories, Part 1, #29.05, obtain and review SEC Form ADV (if available), to determine if the investment advisor is in good standing with the SEC. If not in good standing, contact the insurer to request an explanation.

- If agreements with third party investment advisers are affiliated, have the appropriate Form D – Prior Notice of Transactions been filed and approved by the department? Were any concerns noted or follow-up monitoring recommended?
  - See additional guidance in V. C. Domestic and/or Non-Lead State Analysis – Form D Procedures for reviewing affiliated investment manager agreements.

- Request information from the insurer regarding the background and expertise in any complex or non-traditional assets (such as structured securities, mortgage loans, investment funds) of its investment advisors (in-house and/or contractual) and its analytical system capabilities. Determine whether the advisors and systems are adequate to allow the insurer to continuously monitor its structured securities investments.

- If the insurer uses an external asset manager, consider if there are any investments that may represent a potential for conflict. Examples of this are (1) if there are Investments Report on Schedule BA that are invested in funds that are affiliated/related with the asset manager or are managed by that asset manager, (2) Structured Securities in which the asset manager or an affiliate/related party had a role in originating, or (3) direct investments in the asset manager or any of its affiliates/related parties. If the external asset manager qualifies as a related party, utilize guidance provided in the “Related Party
Consider the following issues:

- If any conflicts of interest exist, have any potential conflicts of interest been reviewed and formally approved by the Board or Investment Committee.
- If the investment is appropriate for the insurer’s portfolio and is arm’s-length.
- If the insurer is paying double overlapping fees.
Note: To conserve space, similar guidance currently included in the Credit, Liquidity, Market and Operational Analyst Reference Guides has not been included in this file.

Credit Risk Assessment

**Credit Risk: Amounts actually collected or collectible are less than those contractually due or payments are not remitted on a timely basis.**

The objective of Credit Risk Assessment analysis is focused primarily on exposure to credit risk of investments and reinsurance receivables. The following discussion of procedures provides suggested data, benchmarks and procedures analysts can consider in their review. In analyzing credit risk, analysts may analyze specific types of investments and receivables held by insurers. Analysts’ risk-focused assessment of credit risk should take into consideration the following areas (but not be limited to):

- Concentrations of investments (i.e., diversification)
- Materiality of high-risk or low-quality investments
- Extensive use of reinsurance
- Credit quality of reinsurers
- Collectability of reinsurance receivables
- Collectability of other receivables
- Credit quality of affiliates
- Quality of collateral
- Strategies for mitigating credit risk (i.e., counterparty risk with derivatives and off-balance sheet transactions)
- Uncollected premium and agents’ balances

Additional Analysis and Follow-Up Procedures

**INVESTMENT STRATEGY** directs analysts to consider requesting and reviewing a copy of the insurer’s formal adopted investment plan. This should be evaluated to determine if the plan appears to result in investments that are appropriate for the insurer, based on the types of business written and its liquidity and cash flow needs and to determine whether the insurer appears to be adhering to its plan. For example, the insurer’s plan for investing in non-investment grade bonds should be reviewed for guidelines for the quality of issues invested in and diversification standards pertaining to issuer, industry, duration, liquidity, and geographic location.
**EXAMINATION FINDINGS** direct analysts to consider a review of the recent examination report, summary review memorandum and communication with the examination staff to identify if any credit risk issues were discovered during the examination.

**NAIC CAPITAL MARKETS BUREAU ANALYTICAL ASSISTANCE** directs analysts to consider requesting the NAIC’s Capital Markets Bureau (CMB) to assist with investment portfolio or investment management agreement analysis. The CMB has different levels of analysis that can be arranged to assist the state.

**THIRD-PARTY INVESTMENT ADVISORS** assist analysts in determining whether concerns exist regarding the use of third-party investment advisers. As investments and investment strategies grow in complexity, insurers may consider the use of unaffiliated third-party investment advisers to manage their investment strategy. Investment advisers may operate independently or as part of an investment company. Investment advisers and companies are subject to regulation by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and/or by the states in which they operate, generally based on the size of their business. In certain situations, insurers may use a broker-dealer for investment advice. Broker-dealers are subject to regulation by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). Regardless, most broker dealers and investment advisers will register with the SEC and annually update a Form ADV—Uniform Application for Investment Adviser Registration and Report Form by Exempt Reporting Advisers, which provides extensive information about the nature of the organization’s operations. To locate these forms, analysts can go to [https://adviserinfo.sec.gov](https://adviserinfo.sec.gov) and perform a search based on the company name.

Key information provided on a Form ADV includes:

a. Regulatory agencies and states in which the adviser/broker is registered
b. Information about the advisory business including size of operations and types of customers (Item 5)
c. Information about whether the company provides custodial services (Item 9)
d. Information about disciplinary action and/or criminal records (Item 11)
e. A report of the independent public accountant verifying compliance if the investment advisor also acts as a custodian

It is important to note that the information provided on Form ADV is self-reported and is subject to limited regulatory oversight. However, the information may be valuable to analysts in assessing the suitability and capability of investment advisers providing advisory services to insurers. In addition, although not expressly prohibited (as discussed at e. above), it is a best practice for the insurer to choose a national bank, state bank, trust company or broker/dealer which participates in a clearing corporation, other than its investment manager/advisor, to hold its assets in custody to promote segregation of duties. See additional guidance on custodial expectations in Section 1.F – Outsourcing of Critical Functions of the NAIC’s Financial Condition Examiners Handbook.

Analysts should consider any significant risks identified in the most recent risk-focused examination and whether any follow-up procedures were recommended by the examiner. The examiner may have performed steps to determine the following: whether the investment adviser is suitable for the role (including whether he/she is registered and in good standing with the SEC and/or state securities regulators); whether the investment advisory agreements contain appropriate provisions; whether the adviser is acting in accordance with the agreement; and whether management/board oversight of the investment adviser is sufficient for the relationships in place.

Analysts should determine if changes have occurred in the insurer’s use of investment advisers that may prospectively impact the insurer’s investment strategy and overall management of the investment portfolio. If changes have occurred analysts may consider asking the insurer for an explanation for the
change in investment advisers and obtain a copy of the new adviser agreement to gain an understanding of the provisions including the advisor’s authority, specific reference to compliance with the insurer’s investment strategy and/or policy statements, as well as state investment laws; conflicts of interest; fiduciary responsibilities; fees; and the insurer’s review of the adviser’s performance. (Refer to the Financial Condition Examiners Handbook for further guidance and see V. C. Domestic and/or Non-Lead State Analysis – Form D Procedures for additional guidance on reviewing affiliated investment management agreements.)

Analysts can determine if the investment advisor is in good standing with the SEC. The SEC does not officially use the term “good standing”; however, for this analysis, the term is used to mean a firm that is registered as an investment adviser with the SEC and does not report disciplinary actions or criminal records in Item 11 of the Form ADV.

If the insurer uses an external asset manager and if investments on Schedule BA assets are invested in funds that are affiliated with the asset manager or are managed by that asset manager, analysts should consider several possible issues that may result from this scenario. A possible concern may exist when the asset manager is also managing other funds in addition to managing assets for the insurer and then invests the insurer’s assets in those other funds that the asset manager manages. While those funds may be good investments, both in general and for the insurer, there are a few issues that may need to be considered. First is the potential for a conflict of interest if the asset manager is using the insurer’s available funds to provide seed money or fund the manager’s other funds. Second is if any concerns exist regarding the appropriateness of the fund for the insurer’s investment portfolio and if the transactions would be considered on an arm’s-length basis. Third is the understanding that the insurer may be paying double overlapping fees as the insurer would pay the asset manager a fee for the investment and then also pay a fee within the fund investment. There may be similar concerns with other complex investments such as structured securities that are originated by the asset manager or one of its affiliates/related parties. The fees associated with these investments could be considered arms-length and appropriate but would require further review and potentially additional support or documentation to make that determination.
Special Notes:
The following procedures do not supersede state regulation but are merely additional guidance analysts may consider useful only if the state has adopted the Insurance Holding Company System Model Regulation with Reporting Forms and Instructions, (#450).

Form D – Prior Notice of a Transaction

Form D is transaction specific and is not part of the regular annual/quarterly analysis process. The review of these transactions may vary as some states may have regulations that differ for Form D.

Assessment of Form D – Prior Notice of a Transaction

14. Review Form D for any significant and/or unusual items or inconsistencies. Determine if the transaction is fair and reasonable as required under Section 5A(1)(a) of Model #440 by considering the following:

a. For reinsurance agreements, are the general terms, settlement provision, and pricing consistent with those of agreements with non-affiliates?

b. For management, service or cost-sharing agreement, are the charges or fees to be paid by/to the insurer reasonable in relation to the cost of such services?

c. Are fees paid for related party transactions consistent with the applicable section of the state’s Insurance Holding Company Act? (Note: Insurers should not use related-party transactions as a method for transferring profits of the insurance company to an affiliate or related party.)

d. Will the insurer have adequate surplus upon completion of the transaction?

e. Does the transaction comply with the NAIC AP&P Manual? Are expenses incurred and payment received allocated to the insurer in conformity with prescribed insurance accounting practices consistently applied?

f. Are books, accounts and records of each party maintained clearly and accurately to disclose the nature and details of the transactions including such information as is necessary to support the reasonableness of charges or fees to the respective parties?

g. Does the transaction comply with the state’s requirements regarding the insurer’s ownership of data and records that are held by an affiliate, and control of premium or other funds belonging to the insurer that are collected or held by an affiliate?\(^1\)

\(^1\) Procedure 16.g represents amendments to Insurance Holding Company System Model Act (Model #440) Section 5A(1)(h) and 5A(1)(i) as adopted by the NAIC on Aug. 17, 2021. As state insurance departments are still in the process of adopting these amendments into state law, analysts should refer to their own state’s holding company law or regulation regarding compliance with Form D filings of management, service and cost-sharing agreements.
h. Do unusual circumstances, risks or concerns exist?

i. Any other state-specific requirements for determining and reviewing fair and reasonableness.

15. Determine whether the transaction was accounted for properly, based on statutory accounting principles, with the NAIC AP&P Manual.

16. In evaluating fairness and reasonableness of affiliated investment management agreements, consider whether the following elements are appropriately included in the agreement:

   a. **Selection of Investments** – It should be clear from the advisory agreement how the investment adviser will select investments. This should be detailed through clear investment guidelines documented in the investment management agreement, which are also in compliance with the insurer’s investment strategy and applicable laws and regulations.

   b. **Authority for Transactions** – Advisory agreements should address the level of authority that will be given to the investment adviser in executing transactions.

   c. **Conflicts of Interest** – To the extent that any conflicts of interest may be known to the insurer, the advisory agreement should specifically indicate the manner in which such conflicts will be considered.

   d. **Fiduciary Responsibility** – Language provided in the investment management agreement should acknowledge the investment adviser’s role as a fiduciary in advising the insurer and, if applicable, confirm the entity’s registration as an investment advisor/manager with the SEC and/or State securities regulators.

   e. **Calculation of Fees** – It is important that the manner in which fees are calculated is well defined in the management agreement and that the structure of the fee is considered as management assesses the adviser’s performance. Special attention should be paid to whether there are any performance or incentive fees over and above a base management fee.

   f. **Sub-Advisors** – Does the investment manager have the authority to engage sub-advisors and is consent by the insurer required? Who is responsible for the fees of the sub-advisor?

   g. **Reporting** – Are expectations for the reporting of portfolio performance included in the agreement?

   h. **Termination** – Are there appropriate termination provisions, both with and without cause?

   i. **Review of Performance and Compliance** – Agreements should include consideration of information that will be provided to the company to permit the company to perform adequate review of the adviser’s performance and execution of the investment strategy, including compliance with adopted investment guidelines.
Non-Lead State Holding Company System Analysis Procedures

Refer to section VI.C. Group-wide Supervision - Insurance Holding Company System Analysis Guidance (Lead State) for additional guidance on holding company analysis procedures.

Forms A, B, D, E (or Other Required Information), and Extraordinary Dividend/Distribution

Form D – Prior Notice of a Transaction

PROCEDURES #1-186 assist analysts in reviewing the Form D filing for completeness and help guide analysts through major items of information required by Form D.

Best Practices for Agreements with Affiliates for Management and Services

Charges for Fees for Services

SSAPs 25 and 70 and Appendix A-440 discuss the Transactions Involving Services, Allocation of Costs, and Other Management Requirements.

Pricing for agreements with affiliates may be negotiated between related parties on a variety of basis including cost and other than cost-based pricing. Regardless of the method utilized, it is the responsibility of management to appropriately evidence that the terms of the agreement satisfy the “fair and reasonable” standard. It is management’s responsibility to provide documentation demonstrating that this standard has been met using any of a number of methods including but not limited to those described below. The Form D filing should thus include management’s documented support for its assertion that the transaction meets the “fair and reasonable” standard.

Regulator Considerations

Items for initial filing review—the actual document(s) should be filed, not merely a summary (these apply regardless of the method – cost or other than cost – unless otherwise noted):

- Identify and document:
  - The specific services that will be provided
    - The specific expenses and/or costs that are to be covered by each party (cost)
  - The entity(ies) providing and receiving each of those services
- Separate affiliate entities from non-affiliates
  - Allocation method (cost or other than cost) of the agreement
    - The charges or fees for the services indicated
  - The accounting basis used to apportion expenses (cost)
  - Confirm that contract provisions will be accounted for in accordance with SSAPs
  - Invoicing and settlement terms (should allow for admittance under SSAP 96)
  - The effective date and termination date
  - The records rights and policies of each entity that is a party in the contract
  - The governing law
  - Any unique and relevant clauses not covered above
  - Financial statements of the entity providing the services

- Other Considerations for Review of the Agreement:
  - Determine the reasonableness of the allocation method and the charges or fees, considering such items highlighted in the “Transactions at Cost” and “Transactions at Other than Cost” sections above
  - Assess if cash flows/activities relating to the agreement are in line with forecasted amounts provided in the initial Form D review and, if not, inquire about material or unexpected variations, their cause, and implications
  - Consider if there have been significant changes in the market for the services subject to the agreement, whether management has considered them and, if so, whether changes to the agreement have been made or are anticipated (for other than cost-based agreements)
  - Inquire of management if the agreement continues to be fair and reasonable and their supporting rationale and whether it has changed since the initial filing
  - Consider the insurer’s aggregate exposure to all agreements with affiliates, current and trending, both in terms of absolute dollars as well as relative to a base (e.g., capital and surplus; total expenses, etc.)
  - Does the agreement trigger or increase related party transaction or financial /solvency concerns
  - Determine the agreement does not divert funds that could be considered a dividend
  - Determine the agreement does not result in the insurer’s fair share of expenses being retained by or allocated to a parent/affiliate, thereby masking the true performance of insurance operations
  - Summarize the business rationale for purpose and need of the agreement
  - Summarize the financial impact of the agreement on the company’s surplus or financial condition
  - Summarize the impact the agreement would have on the priority status of the company
  - Summarize the reasons to approve/disapprove the agreement
Additional Considerations for Affiliated Investment Management Agreements:

In addition to regulator considerations for filing review listed above, the following considerations are included to provide additional guidance for a review of affiliated investment management agreements. A critical consideration in assessing whether the terms of an affiliated investment management agreement are fair and reasonable is to assess the level of oversight provided to the affiliated asset manager, as outlined through the following criteria:

- **Selection of Investments** – The insurer should provide guidance to its affiliated asset manager on investment selection by providing clear investment guidelines that are documented in the investment management agreement at a sufficient level of detail on (a) what are permitted investment types, (b) limitations and restrictions on exposures, (c) specific risk metrics (e.g., credit quality and duration). These guidelines should reflect the type of assets that the asset manager has experience in. The guidelines for unaffiliated asset managers are often more limiting than the insurer’s investment guidelines but it is not uncommon that may be the same in the case of an affiliated asset manager given the nature of that relationship. Nonetheless this should be a separate and distinct document.

- **Authority for Transactions** – The investment management agreement should describe the level of discretion that the affiliated asset manager has, as opposed to transactions that require prior approval from the insurer. Total discretion for the affiliated asset manager may not be appropriate for investments that are very complex, illiquid or large exposures. It may be desirable in those situations for the insurer’s investment committee to retain authority.

- **Conflicts of Interest** – This is an important protection against an investment adviser’s biases due to business arrangements (e.g., referral relationships, affiliate product offerings, etc.) that may interfere with the proper execution of the investment strategy. For example, investment advisers often have affiliates that offer investment options that should be available to the insurer but should not be given preferential treatment if competitor products are determined to be a better fit for the selected investment strategy. This is somewhat less critical for affiliated asset managers, but it is still advisable to have appropriate recognition of the potential for concerns, especially when the affiliated asset manager may also have third party clients. The typical areas of focus are transactions such as cross trades (those not involving a broker) and investments that may be considered related party transactions. This goes in conjunction with the acknowledgement that the affiliated asset manager is acting in a fiduciary capacity.

- **Fiduciary Responsibility** – Asset managers, whether or not they are formally registered as such, are still subject to the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. As such it is critical that all asset managers, whether affiliated or unaffiliated, acknowledge that the standard of care is that of a fiduciary. The affiliated investment manager is a separate legal entity from the insurer and this recognition provides for a standard of care that is equivalent. This is an important legal distinction that may help protect the insurer’s interests in the execution of the company’s investment strategy. The fiduciary standard is generally implied when an asset manager is registered as an investment advisor, which may be required at the federal (SEC) or state level (state securities regulator) depending on the nature and extent of services provided. In reviewing an affiliated Investment Management Agreement, the department should consider confirming whether the advisor is formally registered in accordance with existing legal requirements and in good standing.
with its securities regulators. If the advisor asserts that it is exempt from registration requirements, the department should consider verifying that the advisor continues to meet the exemption criteria.

- **Calculation of Fees** – Management fees should reflect the current market conditions and should reflect the kind of assets and type of asset management. More complex investments and investment strategies do warrant higher management fees. Management fees for more plain vanilla assets have declined significantly over the last few years. While not common, different kinds of performance or incentive fees may be included. If so, it is important that the language be extremely clear when such payments are due so that the calculation can be verified. In the case of affiliated asset managers, special attention should be paid to the total amounts paid by the insurer to guard against such fees becoming a way around dividend restrictions. For example, if the advisory fee is computed based on volume of transactions, it would be important for management to closely review the frequency of trades to help avoid excessive charges.

- **Sub-Advisors** – The insurer should retain the right to consent to any sub-advisors as well as the ability to cancel such an arrangement. It should also be clear who is responsible for paying the management fees of the sub-advisor. Either the sub-advisor’s fees should be paid by the primary asset manager, or if paid by the insurer, the assets managed by the sub-advisor should not be included in the calculation for the primary manager. The affiliated asset manager may make the argument that they are overseeing the activities of the sub-advisors. Oversight is much less resource intensive and does not warrant a significant fee, even if permitted.

- **Reporting** – When the asset manager is affiliated, this is also less of a concern. Nonetheless some clear language on responsibility is advisable. This should include at least quarterly, if not monthly, reporting of the portfolio including different risk metrics.

- **Termination** – The agreement should include clear termination provisions that allow for a timely transition of investment management services and protect the rights of the insurer upon termination of the agreement.

- **Review of Performance and Compliance** – Following on some of the points above, proper governance still requires regular performance review and tracking of compliance with investment guidelines.

The insurer should still maintain an adequate control framework over investments, including monitoring and managing transactions, and monitoring compliance by the affiliate. They should not rely solely on the affiliated investment manager for oversight in this area.
III. GENERAL EXAMINATION CONSIDERATIONS

This section covers procedures and considerations that are important when conducting financial condition examinations. The discussion here is divided as follows:

A. General Information Technology Review
B. Materiality
C. Examination Sampling
D. Business Continuity
E. Using the Work of a Specialist
F. Outsourcing of Critical Functions
G. Use of Independent Contractors on Multi-State Examinations
H. Considerations for Insurers in Run-Off
I. Considerations for Potentially Troubled Insurance Companies
J. Comments and Grievance Procedures Regarding Compliance with Examination Standards

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F. Outsourcing of Critical Functions

The examiner is faced with additional challenges when the insurer under examination outsources critical business functions to third parties. It is the responsibility of management to determine whether processes which have been outsourced are being effectively and efficiently performed and controlled. This oversight may be performed through a number of methods, including performing site visits to the third-party or through a review of Statement of Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 18 work that has been performed. In some cases, performance of site visits may even be mandated by state law. However, regardless of where the business process occurs or who performs it, the examination must conclude whether financial solvency risks to the insurer have been effectively mitigated. Therefore, if the insurer has failed to determine whether a significant outsourced business process is functioning appropriately, the examiner may have to perform testing of the outsourced functions to ensure that all material risks relating to the business process have been appropriately mitigated.

When conducting an examination of insurers that are part of a holding company group, including internationally active insurance groups (IAIGs), the exam team should evaluate whether appropriate due diligence has been performed prior to entering new material outsourcing agreements. The exam team should also take steps to determine the extent to which management at the applicable level (e.g., head of the IAIG, ultimate parent company level, insurance holding company level, legal entity level, etc.) is able to provide ongoing risk assessment and oversight of outsourced functions and any contingency plans for emergencies and service disruptions.

The guidance below provides examiners additional information about the outsourcing of critical functions a typical insurance company may use. The guidance does not create additional requirements for insurers to comply with beyond what is included in state law, but may assist in outlining existing requirements that may be included in state law and should be used by examiners to assess the appropriateness of the company’s outsourced functions. Within the guidance, references to relevant NAIC model laws have been included to provide examiners with guidance as to whether compliance in certain areas is required by law.

To assist in determining whether an individual state has adopted the provisions contained within the referenced NAIC models, examiners may want to review the state pages provided within the NAIC’s Model...
Laws, Regulations and Guidelines publication to understand related legislative or regulatory activity undertaken in their state.

**Types of Service Providers**

Insurance companies have been known to outsource a wide range of business activities including sales & marketing, underwriting & policy service, premium billing & collections, claims handling, investment management, reinsurance and information technology functions. There are a number of different types of entities that accept outsourced business from insurers including the following:

- **Managing General Agent** – Person who acts as an agent for such insurer whether known as a managing general agent, manager or other similar term, who, with or without the authority, either separately or together with affiliates, produces, directly or indirectly, and underwrites an amount of gross direct written premium equal to or more than five percent (5%) of the policyholder surplus as reported in the last annual statement of the insurer in any one quarter or year together with the following activity related to the business produced adjusts or pays claims in excess of $10,000 per claim or negotiates reinsurance on behalf of the insurer.

- **Producer** – An insurance broker or brokers or any other person, firm, association or corporation, when, for any compensation, commission or other thing of value, the person, firm, association or corporation acts or aids in any manner in soliciting, negotiating or procuring the making of an insurance contract on behalf of an insured other than the person, firm, association or corporation.

- **Controlling Producer** – A producer who, directly or indirectly, controls an insurer.

- **Custodian** – A national bank, state bank, trust company or broker/dealer which participates in a clearing corporation.

- **Investment Adviser** – A person or firm that, for compensation, is engaged in the act of providing advice, making recommendations, issuing reports or furnishing analyses on securities. In addition to providing investment advice, some investment advisers also manage investment portfolios or segments of portfolios. Other common names for investment advisers include asset managers, investment managers and portfolio managers.

- **Affiliated Service Provider** – An affiliated person or firm to which the insurer outsources ongoing business services, including cost sharing services and management services.

- **Other Third-Party Administrators** – Other third-party entities that perform business functions of the insurer.

Additional information on each of the above types of entities has been provided below to assist examiners in reviewing business activities outsourced.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Text deleted to conserve space--------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Investment Advisers**

As investments and investment strategies grow in complexity, insurers may consider the use of investment advisers to manage their investment strategy. Investment advisers may operate independently or as part of an investment company. Investment advisers and companies are subject to regulation by the U.S. Securities...
and Exchange (SEC) Commission and by the states in which they operate generally based on the size of their business. In certain situations, insurers may use a broker dealer in the capacity of an investment adviser. Broker dealers are subject to regulation by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). Regardless, most broker dealers and investment advisers will register with the SEC and annually update a Form ADV, which provides extensive information about the nature of the organization’s operations. To locate these forms, the examiner can go to www.adviserinfo.sec.gov and perform a search based on the company name.

Key information provided on a Form ADV includes:

- f. Locations in which the adviser/broker is registered
- g. Information about the advisory business including size of operations and types of customers (Item 5)
- h. Information about whether the company provides custodial services (Item 9)
- i. Information about disciplinary action and/or criminal records (Item 11)

It is important to note that the information provided on Form ADV is self-reported and is subject to limited regulatory oversight. However, the information may be very valuable to examiners in assessing the suitability of investment advisers providing advisory services to insurers.

Where not prohibited by domiciliary state law and if permitted by the investment adviser agreement, there may be situations in which the investment adviser also acts as a custodian. In these instances, investment advisers are required to obtain an annual examination by an independent public accountant to verify compliance with custodial responsibilities as provided in the federal Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and/or the federal Investment Company Act of 1940. The accountant’s report is also available on the Form ADV. It is generally a best practice for the insurer to choose a national bank, state bank, trust company or broker/dealer which participates in a clearing corporation, other than its investment manager/advisor, to hold its assets in custody to promote segregation of duties. See additional discussion under the topic of “Custodian” above for more information.

In performing risk-focused examinations, examiners should identify all advisers utilized by the insurer and take steps to address any significant risks associated with their use. These steps may include determining whether investment advisers are suitable for their role (including registered and in good standing with the SEC and/or state securities regulators), performing procedures to ensure investment advisory agreements contain appropriate provisions, and performing procedures to ensure that the adviser is acting in accordance with the agreement. Additionally, the examiner may consider performing procedures to determine if management/board oversight of the investment adviser is sufficient for the relationships in place.

In evaluating the provisions of the investment advisory/management agreements, examiners should consider whether there are appropriate provisions to adequately address selection of investments, authority for transactions, conflicts of interest, calculation of fees, etc. Additional considerations for use in reviewing the investment advisory/management agreements are provided as follows:

- a. Selection of Investments
  - It should be clear from the advisory agreement, how the investment adviser will select investments. This should include specific reference to the insurer’s investment strategy and detailed investment guidelines attached as part of the agreement.
- b. Authority for Transactions
Advisory agreements should address the level of the authority that will be given to the investment adviser in executing transactions.

c. Conflicts of Interest

To the extent that any conflicts of interest may be known to the insurer, the advisory agreement should specifically indicate the manner in which such conflicts of interest will be considered. This is an important protection against an investment adviser’s biases as a result of business arrangement (e.g., referral relationships, affiliate product offerings, etc.) that may interfere with the proper execution of the investment strategy. This is an important consideration when the investment adviser has other clients. For example, investment advisers often have affiliates that offer investment options that should be available to the insurer but should not be given preferential treatment if competitor products are determined to be a better fit for the selected investment strategy. The reporting of potential conflicts of interest and how they are addressed should also be included in the insurer’s management and controls framework.

d. Fiduciary Responsibility

It is advisable that the investment advisor is registered with the SEC. However, whether or not that is the case, the agreement should acknowledge that the investment advisor is subject to guidance and requirements under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940. Language provided in the investment management agreement should acknowledge the investment adviser’s role as a fiduciary in advising the insurer. This is an important legal distinction that may help protect the insurer’s interests in the execution of the company’s investment strategy. The fiduciary standard is generally implied when an asset manager is registered as an investment advisor, which may be required at the federal (SEC) or state level (state securities regulator) depending on the nature and extent of services provided. If not already performed by the financial analyst, the exam team should consider confirming whether the advisor is formally registered in accordance with existing legal requirements and in good standing with its securities regulators. If the advisor asserts that it is exempt from registration requirements, the exam team should consider verifying that the advisor continues to meet the exemption criteria.

e. Calculation of Fees

Management fees should reflect the current market conditions and should reflect the kind of assets and type of asset management performed. It is important that the manner in which fees are calculated is well defined in the management agreement and that the structure of the fee is considered as management assesses the adviser’s performance. For example, if the advisory fee is computed based on volume of transactions, it would be important for management to closely review the frequency of trades to help avoid excessive charges. Special attention should be paid if there are any performance or incentive fees over and above a base management fee. In the case of affiliated asset managers, special attention should be paid to the total amounts paid by the insurer to guard against such fees becoming a way around dividend restrictions.

f. Sub-advisors

Can the investment advisor engage sub-advisors? Is consent of the insurer required, or can the insurer revoke the engagement? Who is responsible for the fees of the sub-advisor and are they included in the overall fee structure (i.e., not overlapping)?

g. Reporting

Are there adequate provisions for reporting to the insurer on regular basis. There should be provision for any regulatory needs and any other needs of the insurer that are within reason.

h. Termination
Are there appropriate termination provisions, both with and without cause? Is there language providing for the transition to another investment adviser.

f.i. Review of Performance and Compliance

Agreements should include consideration of information that will be provided to the company to permit the company to perform adequate review of the adviser’s performance and execution of the investment strategy, including compliance with adopted investment guidelines.

There may be other terms that examiners consider to be significant and can therefore tailor their review based on judgment and the specifics of the insurer under exam. For related guidance regarding affiliated investment manager agreements, please see Section V. C. Domestic and/or Non-Lead State Analysis – Form D Procedures of the NAIC’s Financial Analysis Handbook.

Examiners may consider leveraging risk, control and test procedure language provided in the Investment repository when determining an appropriate examination response. The examiner may also consider concepts discussed in the “Other Third-party Administrators (TPAs)” and “Custodial or Safekeeping Agreements” to ensure that risks are adequately addressed as part of examination fieldwork.
## Examination 2 – Investments Repository Excerpts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Risk</th>
<th>Branded Risk</th>
<th>Exam Asrt.</th>
<th>Critical Risk</th>
<th>Possible Controls</th>
<th>Possible Test of Controls</th>
<th>Possible Detail Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Than Financial Reporting Risks</strong></td>
<td>CR MK</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>AIPS</td>
<td>Prior to entering into a contract with a third party, management reviews the third party’s credentials to ensure that they are qualified to perform the service and verifies that no conflict of interest exists.</td>
<td>Review procedures that ensure management reviews the credentials, including confirming registration as investment advisor/manager, of the third party and that no conflict of interest exists.</td>
<td>Assess the suitability of investment advisers through a review of information provided to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in Form ADV (if available) or other available information. Determine if there are any disciplinary actions or background information that might call into question the advisers’ suitability for providing services rendered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The board of directors (or committee thereof) and management do not effectively monitor or supervise contracted third parties (including affiliates) in the implementation of the investment policy/strategy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management ensures that third-party contracts include appropriate provisions and recognize fiduciary responsibility to the insurer. Contracts are reviewed for appropriate provisions related to:</td>
<td>Verify the insurer control to ensure appropriate contract provisions. Specifically consider any situations and transactions where the potential of conflict of interest exists. This includes transactions with other accounts managed by the third-party manager, through brokers affiliated with the third-party manager and investments in funds managed separately by the third-party manager.</td>
<td>Review significant investment advisory/management agreements for appropriate provisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Investment guidelines/selection.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Review recent performance and benchmark reports in comparison with the company’s plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Authority for transactions.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Test the insurer’s investments for compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reporting of transactions in sufficient detail and frequency.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conflicts of interest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Appropriateness of fees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified Risk</td>
<td>Branded Risk</td>
<td>Exam Asrt.</td>
<td>Critical Risk</td>
<td>Possible Controls</td>
<td>Possible Test of Controls</td>
<td>Possible Detail Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Review of performance.</td>
<td>Obtain a copy of the report that is used by the insurer to report investment policy compliance to the board of directors (or committee thereof), and verify the board’s review of the investment activity.</td>
<td>with its investment policy guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Termination.</td>
<td>Verify that a discussion of investments took place at the board of directors (or committee thereof) meeting by reviewing a sample of meeting minutes.</td>
<td>Assess significant changes in portfolio profile year over year and over the course of recent years to determine suitability of changes for the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The insurer monitors investments purchased, those sold, the performance of the investment portfolio against prior year or budgeted results, and what the insurer holds. It also monitors compliance with the investment strategy that has been established by the board of directors (or committee thereof). This monitoring can be performed by senior management, an investment advisory board or internal auditors and is reported to the board of directors (or committee thereof).</td>
<td>Review and test company processes in place (including supervisory review) to ensure proper disclosure, reporting, and regulatory approval (if applicable) of all authorized investment advisors and sub-advisors.</td>
<td>Verify that all investment management agreements with affiliated entities have been filed with the department for approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Processes are in place to ensure proper disclosure, regulatory approval (if applicable) and reporting of all authorized investment advisors and sub-advisors.</td>
<td>Verify that information related to investment advisors is properly disclosed in the general interrogatories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified Risk</td>
<td>Branded Risk</td>
<td>Exam Asrt.</td>
<td>Critical Risk</td>
<td>Possible Controls</td>
<td>Possible Test of Controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured security or other complex investments originated and managed by an affiliate or related party may present an increased exposure to solvency risks.</td>
<td>CR ST MK</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>AIPS VIIA</td>
<td>The insurer verifies that its affiliate/related party asset manager has adequate experience and knowledge in originating and managing the types of investments held by the insurer.</td>
<td>Review documentation demonstrating that management reviews the credentials of the affiliate/related party, including confirming registration as investment advisor/manager and that no conflict of interest exists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The insurer verifies that its affiliate/related party asset manager follows appropriate underwriting practices in originating investments.</td>
<td>Review internal audit (IA) work, board minutes, and/or other documentation demonstrating effective oversight of the affiliated asset origination process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The insurer has established guidelines for investments originated and managed by affiliates/related parties to ensure that:</td>
<td>Review documentation demonstrating that the insurer has reviewed the investments originated and managed by an affiliate or related party for compliance with regulatory investment limitations and reporting requirements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The fee structure is transparent, and equitable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verify that information on investments is properly reported as to the affiliated/related-party status in the annual statement investment schedules.

Test the insurer’s investments for compliance with its investment policy guidelines and regulatory requirements.

If necessary, use an investment specialist to analyze the insurer’s structured securities portfolio.

Review Jumpstart reports to identify potential designation exceptions for structured securities and address exceptions, as appropriate. If deemed necessary, review individual securities for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Risk</th>
<th>Branded Risk</th>
<th>Exam Asrt.</th>
<th>Critical Risk</th>
<th>Possible Controls</th>
<th>Possible Test of Controls</th>
<th>Possible Detail Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>avoids overlapping and excessive fees.</strong></td>
<td>compliance with NAIC designation reporting requirements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Concentration of such investments is in accordance with affiliated investment limitations.</td>
<td>If deemed appropriate, select a sample of material investments and review the underlying details to determine if the investments are properly classified in the respective investment schedules in the annual statement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Investments offered to the public are in compliance with applicable requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The insurer has a process in place to have its structured securities effectively rated by a qualified third party and assesses the appropriateness of ratings and designations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The insurer has a process in place to ensure that investments managed and originated by affiliates/related parties are properly identified and reported in accordance with statutory accounting guidelines.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• This includes proper classification of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtain documentation demonstrating management’s review and approval of third-party ratings for structured securities.

Review the insurer’s process for identifying reporting investments managed and originated by affiliates/related parties, and determine whether it is operating effectively.

Obtain documentation demonstrating how management determines the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Risk</th>
<th>Branded Risk</th>
<th>Exam Asrt.</th>
<th>Critical Risk</th>
<th>Possible Controls</th>
<th>Possible Test of Controls</th>
<th>Possible Detail Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>holdings reported in the “Investments Involving Related Parties” column of each investment schedule in the annual statement.</td>
<td>classification of investments in the annual statement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>